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WELCOME
Welcome and thank you for buying PULSE from Origins Of Audio! This tool can only be used
with the full version of Native Instruments's Kontakt (version 5.5.1 and higher), and can be
played only as a demo on Kontakt Player, for a limited time. This manual will show you how
to install PULSE, as well as its features!

INSTALLATION & SETUP
Once you download the file(s) unzip all the contents to
your Library Folder (or HDD if you have a dedicated one).
Inside the zip file you will find one folder named "Origins
of Audio - Pulse" containing the following files and folders:

OVERVIEW
Pulse is a tool for Kontakt. A powerful 32 step sequencer which allows you to be creative
when you think that you've reached a dead end. And that's its only purpose! It has four main
features:





You can export your sequence to any DAW up to three notes
You can create a random sequence by defining a desirable time signature
You can copy and paste (duplicate, move) some desirable steps after another step
You can Humanize your exported sequence

In addition Pulse allows you to store up to 14 presets and load them instantly with a push of
a button. You may choose what notes to include in your sequence, its music scale, notes
velocity and pitch. You also have complete control over your sequence (we will explain this
in detail in later section)!
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IMPORTING SAMPLES
What Pulse can't do, is play a sound without first importing by yourself some sounds into
Kontakt's engine. So all you have to do is open Kontakt's engine using the "wrench" icon and
import any group or sound (into mapping editor).
There are two ways to import samples inside Kontakt's engine. The first one is to copy and
paste a whole group (if plausible) and the second one is to copy individual zones from a
group.

COPY WHOLE GROUP
This way is by far the quickest of all three, but you have to pay attention to certain things. In
the next example we have open Pulse and another sample library.

By pressing the "wrench"
tool on the Cell Ensemble library, you enter inside Kontakt's
main engine, which looks like this:
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Select the Group Editor and the desirable group from within the distinctive window. Then
right click and Copy selected group(s):

Now click again the wrench tool to close the engine. Go to Pulse, click its wrench tool, select
the Group Editor and then Paste group(s) with samples.
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Once we've copied and paste the group, we need to pay attention to its starting options.
Click the Group Start Options, after selecting the group you've just pasted. If this group has
selected any other choice but "always", then these choices must be deleted. And we do this
by simply changing every choice to "always".

The final image of the group above should be like the following image:

COPY INDIVIDUAL ZONES FROM GROUP
On the previous example, where we have the Cello Ensemble open, we press the wrench
tool, and then we click on both Group and Mapping editor. Make sure that you have
selected only the group that you want to copy, and that you have also selected the option
"Selected Groups only" (the third red rectangle on the image below).
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Now, we select all the zones within this group, right click and Copy Zones.

The final step is to go to Pulse, and by using the wrench tool we select Group and Mapping
Editor. We are making sure that we have selected either the "Insert Samples or Groups"
group or any other group that you might have created. On the mapping editor we right click
and Paste Zone(s). That's it!
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Now that you have seen the two ways to import a group or samples inside Pulse, it's time
now to take a closer look to its interface and features!
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USER INTERFACE
In this section we will explain in detail all the parameters, sliders, tables, buttons, arrows and
menus of the G.U.I. When you first load Pulse the following layout appears, which contains
all the parameters you need.

We will divide this interface into 6 sections to get a better understanding of Pulse's layout.
For ease of use we will name these sections as follows

1. Export & Edit
2. Sequencer & Control
3. Presets
4. Settings & Signature Display
5. Randomizer & Groups
6. Message Display Window
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SECTION 1 - EXPORT & EDIT

This section has five buttons and two menus; the TEMPO/SPEED and EDIT. The first three
buttons will be used for exporting your sequence to your DAW.
RESET MIDI

It will reset the midi object

PREPARE MIDI

This button will prepare the midi object with the sequence you have
prepared. Once pressed the DnD button will change to

DRAG N DROP

SYNC

Pulse has the ability to be synced with the internal tempo of
Kontakt or the external of you DAW. If pressed, then Sync mode will
be on.

MULTIPLE EXPORT

You can now export you sequence up to three keys simultaneously.
All you have to do is turn it on, and then press your three desirable
keys in which you want your sequence to be exported!

TEMPO/SPEED
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When midi object is prepared, you may drag and drop this button
on any midi track in your DAW. Keep in mind that when you export
your sequence to a DAW, DAW's correct Time Signature must be
set. If you want to place a 10/8 sequence to a specific place, then
the 10/8 time signature must be set on that specific position of your
DAW, prior to export.

You can adjust your sequence's speed by choosing one of the three
choices provided: Normal, Half and Double speed. The export of you
sequence to your DAW will be accordingly to this choice.

HUMANIZE

This button is the Humanizer button. When on, and after pressing
the prepare midi button, the exported sequence will have a
"humanized" feeling in it, in the sense that all exported notes will
have a random delay offset (range from -10 to 10 milliseconds).
If the Humanizer is off, then all the exported midi notes will be fully
quantized.

REVERSE

This button will reverse your sequence. By clicking it again, your
sequence will come back to normal. Keep in mind that if reverse is
on, then whenever you load a preset, the sequence of your preset
will also be reversed!

PLAY/LOOP

By turning on the Play/Loop Button you don't have to press any key
to hear your sequence. Your sequence will start in a loop, till you
turn it off. Of course, you have to press a midi note first. This will
come in handy if you want to experiment more with your sound and
try different effects on it.
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The
button is used to copy and paste any step(s) to another position on the table.
When clicked, a menu will open which will allow you to choose which step to COPY and
where to PASTE them. Bear in mind that you must copy at least two steps.

When the above menu will open, the steps inside the table will be numbered with yellow
color, in order to help you choose the steps you want to copy.

Keep in mind that you don't have to change your "active steps" if pasting the steps will lead
you in a bigger sequence. For example, let's say that on the table I made a sequence of 8
steps. And I want to copy the first 4 steps, after the 8th step. In that case I would choose to
Copy Step from 1 to 4 and paste it after step 8. Even if only 8 steps are visible, this
command will be executed and it will copy the steps you've chosen!
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SECTION 2 - SEQUENCER & CONTROL
The second section is your SEQUENCER table. This is where you manually can change note
values, velocities and pitch of every note. In addition some ARROWS have been added to
give you full CONTROL over your sequence. But we will explain what these arrow in a while.

When we look at the table we can see four different elements: notes, lights, columns(steps)
and numbers.

NOTES SLIDER
Each note slider takes
values from a double
whole note to a 64th
note, plus 8th and 16th
triplets (the last two note
values are found in the
last values of each slider).
Hold the left click mouse
button, and drag up or
down to change the note
values.

0 to 127

-24 to 24

STEP INDICATOR
This is just the step indicator. When you will start
your sequence, by pressing a note on your midi
that use, then it will turn blue, above the step
which is played. You have no power over this
VELOCITIES
From here, you can adjust the velocity of each
step separately. Just click inside any column to
adjust each velocity.
PITCH
Pitch can take values from -24 semitones to +24
semitones. Hold the left click mouse button, and
drag up or down to change the pitch values.

On the right side of the sequencer table you will find three pairs of arrows like this:
Each pair is placed in height next to the notes sliders, velocities and pitch. By pressing each
one of these will increase/decrease the value of the corresponding parameter (values,
velocity and pitch) by 1. So let's assume that I've found the right velocity for each step, but
my sequence sounds rather low. All I have to do is press a few times the upper arrow, next
to velocities, and all values will be increased.
Let's assume now that I have created a sequence which comprises only half and quarter
notes. However in the end I'd like this sequence to be played in double time. All I have to do
is press once the down arrow which is located next to the notes sliders. This will decrease
the note values by "1". This means that half notes will transform to quarter notes, and
quarter notes to eighth notes.
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Finally the last pair of arrows, controls note pitch. By pressing the up or down arrow will
increase/decrease all pitches by ±1. So if I have a 4 step sequence which has the following
pitch sequence 0, 2, 5, 8 and I press the up arrow, then my pitch sequence will be transform
to 1, 3, 6, 9.

Left and right of the table sequence you will see two bigger arrows like these:
These arrows serve as a "sequencer cycling". By pressing e.g. the right arrow will cycle ALL
visible elements on the sequencer table (notes values, velocities and pitch) towards the
right. The last element of your table will be now first and will keep moving towards right
while you keep pressing the right arrow. Look at the example below. The first image is
before pressing the right arrow and the next one, after pressing it.

SECTION 3 - PRESETS
The preset section is where you can save and load your
presets. It has 7 presets on each stack. Stacks can be seen
next to the label "PRESET", numbered 1 and 2. When you
press a stack button, this will be highlighted, to let you know
which stack you are seeing. and subsequently will load to
your screen the names of the corresponded presets. Next to
these button you can find the Lock Keywitch
button
which activates/deactivates keyswitches.

Preset Stack 1

Each "preset line" consists of 4 elements. These are the Keyswitch, Preset Name, Load and
Save Button.
KEYSWITCH
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You can define a keyswitch for each of the 14 presets. Each preset has a
unique keyswitch and it is totally assignable. There is no risk of assigning
the same keyswitch to different presets, as the engine will search for the
next empty available note! Each keyswitch has a different color on
Kontakt's keyboard.
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PRESET NAME

You can write your own preset name with as many characters as you wish.
However only 18 character will be visible. Once you load a preset, its
name will be turn yellow.

LOAD AND SAVE

Each of these presets has its own load and save button for quick use. We
thought that it's better to click once, rather than two!

SECTION 4 - SETTINGS & TIME SIGNATURE
SIGNATURE
Whenever you create a sequence, the label of time signature will
automatically show you the time signature of your created sequence. The
word "Exact" will appear if indeed your sequence is the exact time
signature. Otherwise the word "Approx." will appear, letting know that you
have to adjust a bit more your sequence to get the right time signature.

SETTINGS
You can adjust the active/visible steps in the table, by adjusting the value
in the corresponded box.
Adjusting the Fixed Velocity you set all the velocity of the visible steps to a
fixed value. In the image on the left, the velocity is set to 98 for all 28 steps.
The Set Fix Note menu will set all note values of your active steps to the
same value. Looking at the image to the left, it is set to Sixteenth notes for
all 28 steps.
The Set Scale menu allows you to choose 7 different music scales (Ionian
(Major), Melodic, Natural and Harmonic Minor, Major & Minor Pentatonic,
Minor Blues), 6 modes (Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, Mixolydian, Aeolian &
Locrian) plus 2 arpeggios (minor & major). Once set to a scale or mode, and
pressing the Pitch Randomizer button (see page 11) your sequence will be
randomize to the formula of that scale.
Set Time Signature. It does exactly what it reveals. You only have to choose
the desirable time signature and press the Note Value Randomizer button.
The predefined Time Signatures are 5/8, 6/8, 7/8, 8/8, 9/8, and 10/8. Choosing
6
/8, 8/8, will also calculate time signatures of 3/4, 4/4 and 5/4 respectively.

SECTION 5 - RANDOMIZER & GROUPS
We will divide this section into 5 subsection, Notes, Velocity, Pitch and Group Selection. On
the far right of the first three subsections there is a button which randomizes the
corresponded parameter. For an ease of use we will refer to them as Note Value
Randomizer, Velocity Randomizer and Pitch Randomizer buttons.
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GROUP SELECTION
On the left is the value edit box, from which you can choose a group,
once they have been imported inside Kontakt. Since Pulse it's just a
tool to help you compose, only 20 group will be seen in this box.
On the right is a label with the corresponded group name.
VELOCITY
There are two value edit boxes that can be seen, named Min and Max.
As you have guessed, we can set the minimum and maximum velocity,
press the Velocity Randomizer button and Pulse will randomize the
values of all visible step. The values you may choose are from 0 to 127.
A zero-value actually is a rest with the corresponded note value. So,
for example, if a have a zero velocity for an eighth note, this is equal to
an eight note rest ( ).
PITCH
As in Velocity, you can set an interval with which the Velocity
Randomizer will work. So if I set a minimum pitch of -6 and a maximum
of 12, then the visible steps will have random values picked from this
interval.
If you choose any predefined scale from the "Set Scale" menu, then
your selection in this interval will be ignored and Pulse will use any
random note from this scale's formula.
NOTES
We save this subsection for last. Again we see two value edit boxes,
min and max. These boxes have values from 1 to 10 and they
correspond to note values.
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1

Double Whole note

2

Whole note

3

Half note

4

Quarter note

5

Eighth note

6

Sixteenth note

7

Thirty second note

8

Sixty forth note

9

Eighth triplet

10

Sixteenth triplet
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Looking closely next to the word NOTES we will see another button that has a two beamed
quarter notes

. By pressing it the Note Selection Panel will appear:

By pressing each note's rectangle button, this note will be included in the randomizer. If at
least one note is "ticked" through this panel, the Note Randomizer button will use only
this specific note, ignoring your selection in the Min/Max note interval.
In addition, if you choose a predefined time signature from the "Set Time Sign" Menu, the
both of these selections (min/max interval & note panel) will be ignored. The reason
behind this was simply to provide you the maximum results for this time signature.

SECTION 6 - MESSAGE DISPLAY WINDOW

This is the main message display window and it's located right on the bottom of the GUI,
right beneath the "v.1.x" sign. Whenever you activate/deactivate a button you will see a
message like the following:

or like this one:

Keep in mind that this message will disappear after 2 seconds.

PERFORMANCE
One of the most important thing to know is that Pulse is synchronized with the
internal/external tempo on the downbeat. If you are running Kontakt as a standalone
version, then you have to turn on the tempo (via the Master Editor and by clicking the play
button) if you want your sequence to be synched with the tempo. If you don't turn it on,
then the sequencer is not tempo dependable. If you are running Kontakt as a host via your
DAW then most probably it will be synched with its tempo.
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PULSE UPDATE HISTORY
Version
1.0
1.1

1.2
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Date
Remarks
27/11/2015 Version 1.0 was released
10/02/2016 Added Tempo Change Function
Added Humanizer
Added two more Scales (Harmonic Minor and Half Diminished 7th)
09/03/2016 Added Reverse Button
Added Continuous Play Button
Added Message Display Window
Added Export to Multiple Notes Button
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